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Spectrum of Whiplash-Induced Injuries 
in Typical Chiropractic Office

MILD SEVERE

• Subluxation
• Strains
• Minor sprains
• Bumps 
• Bruises

• Subluxation
• Major sprains
• Mild radicular 

Sx
• Resolved 

ligamentous 
instability

• Cervical 
hypolordosis

• Subluxation
• Disc derangement
• Severe radicular Sx
• Permanent 

ligamentous 
instability

• Cervical kyphosis
• Permanent 

Impairment
• Severe TBI



Definitions of Subluxation:
International Chiropractors Association:
• “The subluxation complex includes any alteration of the biomechanics and 

physiological dynamics of contiguous spinal structures which can cause neuronal 
disturbances.”

Association of Chiropractic Colleges:
• “A subluxation is a complex of functional and/or structural and/or pathological 

articular changes that compromise neural integrity and may influence organ system 
function and general health..”

Stephenson’s 1927 chiropractic text:
• “A subluxation is the condition of a vertebrae that has lost its proper juxtaposition with 

the one above or the one below, or both; to an extent less than a luxation; which 
impinges nerves and interferes with the transmission of mental impulses.”







Factors Worsening Injury, Complicate Care and 
Predict Recovery

• Risk Factors: 
• Pre-existing factors that predispose a patient to injury in a 

crash

• Complicating Factors (Factors Inhibiting Recovery): 
• Pre-existing AND post-injury factors that inhibit recovery

• Prognostic Factors: 
• Factors that can predict recovery vs chronicity



Complicating factors slowing 
recovery





Complicating Factors for WAD Tx: ICA BPPG Chapter 11, Table 7



8 Prognostic Factors for WAD Recovery

1. Initial Pain Intensity (NRS, VAS, etc)
2. Initial Neck Disability Index (NDI)
3. Initial WAD Grade of Injury
4. Initial Cervical Range of Motion
5. Hyeralgesia (cold, algometry, etc)
6. Initial Expectations of Recovery
7. Post-Crash Emotional Factors (e.g. catastrophizing)
8. Muscle Fatty Infiltration (on MRI)



Why is this Important??

1. 50% of people injured in a crash never fully recover
• 25% of these people have permanent impairment/disability

2. Give the patient a real “prognosis”
3. Determine how aggressive (diverse) to be with Tx plan and 

co-management plan
• Do everything you can early in management

4. Medicolegal implications of likely becoming permanently 
impaired

8 Prognostic Factors for WAD Recovery



1. Initial Pain Intensity



Hierarchy of 
Evidence



Predictors of Poor Prognosis after Acute WAD
#1 predictor that a patient will not fully recover to pre-injury status:
Self-Reported Pain Intensity
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Predictors of Poor Prognosis after Acute WAD
#1 predictor that a patient will not fully recover to pre-injury status:

Self-Reported Pain Intensity

Walton, etal (2009): 

• Synthesized the data (meta analysis) from eight cohorts and established a cutoff point 
of 5.5 of 10 on a VAS, with pain greater than this demonstrating a nearly sixfold (OR: 
5.77; 95% CI: 2.89–11.52) increase in the risk of persistent pain or disability at long-term 
follow-up.



The significant variables included:

• high baseline pain intensity (greater than 
5.5/10)
• report of headache at inception
• less than postsecondary education
• no seatbelt in use during the accident
• report of low back pain at inception,
• high Neck Disability Index score (greater than 
14.5/50)

Risk factors for persistent problems following acute whiplash injury: update 
of a systematic review and meta-analysis.

• preinjury neck pain
• report of neck pain at inception 
(regardless of intensity)
• high catastrophizing
• female sex
• WAD grade 2 or 3, and 
• WAD grade 3 alone.

Walton DM, et al. J Orthop Sports Phys Ther. 2013 Feb;43(2):31-43.



Walton DM, et al. J Orthop Sports Phys Ther. 2013 Feb;43(2):31-43.













CONCLUSION:

“The most consistent finding of the systematic 
reviews was the association of post-injury pain and 
disability with long-term pain and disability.”



Capturing Pain Intensity 



Quad VAS

• Pain is reported:
• Right Now
• Average
• At its Best
• At its Worst 



80 whiplash subjects (WAD II or III) within 1 mo of injury, and 20 control subjects
• Motor function (cervical range of movement [ROM], 
• joint position error [JPE]; 
• activity of the superficial neck flexors [EMG] during a test of cranio-cervical flexion),
• quantitative sensory testing (pressure, thermal pain thresholds, and responses to the brachial 

plexus provocation test), 
• and psychological distress (GHQ-28, TAMPA, IES)

Conclusions: “Acute whiplash subjects with higher levels of pain and disability were distinguished 
by sensory hypersensitivity to a variety of stimuli, suggestive of central nervous system 
sensitization occurring soon after injury. These responses occurred independently of 
psychological distress. These findings may be important for the differential diagnosis of acute 
whiplash injury and could be one reason why those with higher initial pain and disability 
demonstrate a poorer outcome.”



2. Neck Disability Index



Predictors of Poor Prognosis after Acute 
WAD

#2 predictor that a patient will not fully recover to pre-injury 
status:

Self-Reported Disability (NDI)





Scoring the NDI
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Predictors of Poor Prognosis after Acute WAD









3. WAD Grade



Croft (1995): Grades of Injury



Quebec Task Force (QTF) Grades



“Having a WAD grade of 2 or 3 at inception increased the odds of 
being in the high-risk group 2-fold (OR = 2.00; 95% CI: 1.48, 2.71) 
compared to those with a WAD grade of 0 or 1.”
“ A WAD grade of 3 increased the odds of being in the high-risk 
group (OR = 2.43; 95% CI: 1.88, 3.15) when compared to those 
with a WAD grade of 2.”











4. Initial ROM



ROM and Prognosis in WAD Cases

• Evidence shows a correlation between ROM and 
physical impairment and disability in cases of persistent 
WAD…



• Found that reduced ROM 3 months after whiplash injury was a good predictor of 
persistent pain and disability 2 years after injury.

• “Our findings suggest that the symptoms of whiplash injury have both physical and 
psychological components, and that the psychological response develops after the 
physical damage.”

• “Both physical and behavioural responses to these injuries are established in most 
cases within three months of injury. This suggests that the greatest potential for 
influencing the natural history of the syndrome is within this period.”



• There is a reduction in primary ROM in persons with WAD, when 
comparison was made with matched asymptomatic persons.

• “the greatest relative muscular deficiencies seem to be in the 
extensor muscle group. Additionally, most patients exhibit a 
significant decrease in active ROM during extension.”



• 89 asymptomatic (41 men, 48 women; mean age 39.2 years)
• 114 patients with persistent whiplash-associated disorders (22 men, 93 women; mean 

age 37.2 years

• The discriminant analysis resulted in correct categorization of 90.3% of participants 
(sensitivity 86.2%, specificity 95.3%)

• “The results of the present study indicate that ROM was a significant discriminator 
between asymptomatic persons and those with persistent WAD. This discriminative 
ability strengthens the case for using ROM as an indicator of physical impairment.”



• 15 healthy men and 15 healthy women 
• Compared Zebris vs dual digital inclinometry (DI) CROM obtained 2 times, 

7 days apart
• No significant differences (Coefficient of Variations) were found between 

the Zebris- and DI measures
• No significant difference in test-retest values of DI
• ICC’s for individual movements ranged from 0.82-0.94



AMA Guides 5th ed



AMA Guides 5th ed

• DRE (Diagnosis-Related Estimate) vs ROM method

• Only “Rate” an individual when they have reached MMI

• Use ROM method when condition is NOT caused by an 
injury or when an injury is not well represented by a 
DRE category



AMA Guides 5th ed

• Use ROM method for injuries to more than one level in same 
spinal region and in certain individuals with recurrent pathology

• Use ROM method if cause of condition cannot be determined



AMA Guides 5th ed

• Loss of Motion Segment Integrity, 
Translation
• >3.5 mm cervical 
• >2.5 mm thor
• >4.5mm lumb

• DRE Category IV (25-28%) or V 
(35-38%)



AMA Guides 5th ed

• Loss of Motion Segment Integrity, 
Rotation

• 11⁰ cervical 
• DRE Category IV (25-28%) or V 

(35-38%)



• Loss of Motion Segment 
Integrity, Rotation

• >15⁰ @ L1/2, L2/3, L3/4
• >20⁰ @ L4/5
• >25⁰ @ L5/S1
• DRE Category IV (20%)

AMA Guides 5th ed

+8⁰ -18⁰

(+8)-(-18)=+26 = LMSI



AMA Guides 5th ed

• ROM Method—3 Components:
• ROM of spine region
• Accompanying Dx (Table 15.7)
• Any spinal nerve deficit

• Whole person impairments obtained by combining all 3 components 
(p602)
• Must have permanent anatomic and/or physiologic residual dysfunction



AMA Guides 5th ed

• ROM Method—DUAL Inclinometry
– Mandatory Warm-Up

• 2x Flex/Ext     2x Lat Flex     2x Axial Rot       1x Flex/Ext 

– 3 Consecutive measurements-take average

– If avg measure is <50°, all 3 must fall within 5° of the mean

– If avg measure is >50°, all 3 must fall within 10% of the mean

– Repeat test until consistency is obtained (max of 6 attempts)



AMA Guides 5th ed

• ROM Method—DUAL Inclinometry
• Use maximum motion for each movement from a valid set to use in 

the AMA Tables
• Combine ROM, Dx, nerve deficit for EACH region, if applicable and 

combine using p. 604



Measuring Cervical ROM—Age Factor

• Three groups of females were compared: 

– 22 aged 15 to 18 years (adolescents),

– 25 aged 20 to 30 years (young adults), and 

– 16 aged 35 to 45 years (mid-aged women).

• Used Optoelectric Measurement 

• CONCLUSION: In healthy females, between 15 and 45 years old, cervical 
ROM in the principal planes decrease (except for rotation), but these 
variations are NOT statistically significant (P > 0.05).



• 337 healthy volunteers 

• 171 females and 166 males

• Ranging in age from 11 to 97 years

• 40 subjects (20 females and 20 males) in each of the nine age 
groups, except for the 90- to 97-year-old age group (14 
subjects)







Cervical ROM in Elderly



Cervical ROM—Testing Protocol

• Used an ultrasound-based system

• Protocol A: reciprocal-intermittent testing (pause @ neutral)

• Protocol B: reciprocal-continuous testing (no pause)

• Protocol C: consisted of three repetitions of the same primary direction 
with a break between two consecutive primary directions.

• Protocol D: Three sets of six randomly ordered primary directions

• CONCLUSION: A, B, C all okay. Protocol D underestimates



What About ROM 
Tests that are 
Normal?  Who 
does that help?



DynaROM: Establishing need for care, with normal MRI, normal 
CT, Normal X-rays and Normal ROM



ROM, sEMG & WAD



The ability of the device to evaluate for “soft tissue injury”:  
Patented !!!!





Flexion-Relaxation Phenomenon



Flexion-Relaxation Phenomenon

• The flexion–relaxation (FR) phenomenon, a normal pattern in muscle 
activation, originates from the lumbar region and is defined as an 
electrical silence response in the erector spinae muscles during a full 
forward-bending trunk posture (Floyd and Silver, 1951). 

• The causes of this phenomenon were seen as transferring extensor 
moment from superficial erector spinae to passive paraspinal structures 
or deep muscle such as quadratus lumborum.



Flexion-
Relaxation 

Phenomenon



• Explore the relationship between pain-related fear, angle of 
flexion, and EMG activity

• Pain-related fear is significantly associated with decreased 
lumbar flexion in persons with CLBP

• Pain-related fear influences the FRR both through its association 
with maximal muscle activity during flexion, as well as increased 
muscle activity in full flexion



Left Lumbar Blue, 
Right Lumbar Red

Graphed 
Range of 
Motion.  

Shows “Quality” 
of Motion, not 
just end point 

value.

Attached 
Electrode 
Dynamic 

sEMG

74 
Degrees

FR Ratio (FRR):
Mean at extension 

TO
Mean at FR

(N=3:1 to 4:1)



Show Guarding and Pain Even if End-ROM 
Point is Normal



• 22 women with chronic neck pain (VAS 20.9 mm) vs 21 healthy controls
• Avg age 23 yo, avg cervical flexion 50° and 51°
• Measured ROM using electrogoniometers simultaneously with and 

SEMG on cervical erector spinae







Cervical Flexion-Relaxation Phenomenon



• 20 asymptomatic male computer workers

• Average age 23 





• Small study comparing asymptomatic computer users in early 
20’s vs late 20’s

• The cervical FRR in the late 20s computer users (1.2±4.8) was 
significantly lower compared with the cervical FRR in the early 
20s computer users (2.2±1.0). 

• Cervical flexion (degrees) was equal between groups



• FRP doesn't occur in shrugged shoulder position

• Induced fatigue (Sorenson protocol) causes earlier onset of FRP 



Nimbarte, et al, 
2014



• Studying the load and speed on cervical FRP EMG and 
kinematic parameters
– 5s,3s,5s vs 2s,3s,2s

• Also assessed FRP repeatability

• Load affected FRP, speed had no effect

• Moderate to excellent repeatability for the kinematics was 
observed in all phases



• 14 Chronic NP vs 14 control (no neck pain)
• Measured at baseline and 4 weeks later
• Pain gr: FRR=1.93 +/-0.8, and 1.73 +/-0.61 at 4-wks
• Pain gr: intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was 0.83 (95% CI 0.67–

0.92)
• Control gr:  FRR=4.09 +/-1.58 at baseline and 4.27 +/-.71 on retest 4 

weeks late
• Control gr: ICC was 0.89 (95% confidence interval 0.76–0.95)



• “The cervical extensor muscles exhibit a consistent flexion-relaxation 
phenomenon in healthy control subjects and the measurement is highly 
reproducible when measured 4 weeks apart in both controls and 
chronic neck pain patients.” 

• “The FRR in neck pain patients is significantly higher than in control 
subjects suggesting that this measure may be a useful marker of altered 
neuromuscular function.”





Devocht, et al 2016…

• Cervical FRP was conducted as reported in the literature with the participants seated, 
except that they started with the head fully flexed instead of being erect.

• Data were also collected with participants laying prone, starting with their head 
hanging over the edge of the table.

• Additional data were collected from cervical paraspinal and sternocleidomastoid 
(SCM) muscles while the seated participants rotated their head fully to the right and 
left. 



Devocht, et al 2016…

Used MyoVision
sEMG

technology
w/out ROM



Devocht, et al 2016…



Devocht, et 
al 2016…



Coding for ROM Testing

• 1st visit using 9920x code—cannot bill for computerized ROM

• Perform visual estimation day 1… order computerized ROM 
w/without SEMG

• Day 2, do computerized dual inclinometry ROM w/without 
simultaneous SEMG (dynaROM) 



Coding for ROM Testing

• 95851 - Range of motion measurements and report (separate 
procedure); each extremity (excluding hand) or each trunk 
section (spine) 

– 2 Units if doing cervical and lumbar regions

• 95852- Range of motion measurements, and report, hand, with 
or without comparison with normal side.

• If w/ E&M code, can try using modifier -25

– CCI edits will bundle them



Coding for SEMG 

• 96002, dynamic surface electromyography, during 
walking or other functional activities

• 96004, Physician review and interpretation of 
comprehensive dynamic surface electromyography 
during walking or other functional activities, with written 
report 



Denials for Dynamic SEMG
This denial is based upon an incomplete reference of the American Academy of Neurology and the American Association of Neuro
Muscular & Electrodiagnostic Medicine (AANEP), giving a date of 2008 in your denial letter. A pubmed search of 2008 for the 
AANEP gives a paper that was published in the journal “Muscle & Nerve”.1 This paper was a review of the literature that included 
papers from 1994-2006 and included a review of 53 papers on the diagnostic utility of sEMG. The authors state, “The present 
review concludes that sEMG may be useful to detect the presence of neuromuscular disease (level C rating, class III data)…” 1

Therefore, your interpretation of this article and referencing it as justification that the sEMG testing and interpretation should not be 
covered, is inaccurate and unrepresentative of the findings and therefore, incorrect.

In addition, an additional Systematic Review article on this topic has been published since 2007. This study reviewed original 
papers not included in the 2008 paper by the AANEP. 1 This is a 2014 systematic review of the literature by Mohseni Bandpei.2

The investigators reviewed 178 studies and included 12 studies published between 2000 and 2012 in the publication. They 
concluded, “The results suggest that there seems to be a convincing body of evidence to support the merit of surface EMG in the 
assessment of paraspinal muscle fatigue in healthy subject and in patients with LBP.” 2

Based upon a consensus of the literature, we are appealing the decision to deny payment for sEMG with simultaneous range of 
motion (96002), and the interpretation/reporting of the findings (96004).

REFERENCES:

1. Meekins GD1, So Y, Quan D. American Association of Neuromuscular & Electrodiagnostic Medicine evidenced-based review: use 
of surface electromyography in the diagnosis and study of neuromuscular disorders. Muscle Nerve. 2008 Oct;38(4):1219-24. doi: 
10.1002/mus.21055.

2. Mohseni Bandpei MA, Rahmani N, Majdoleslam B, Abdollahi I, Ali SS, Ahmad A. Reliability of surface electromyography in the 
assessment of paraspinal muscle fatigue: an updated systematic review. J Manipulative Physiol Ther. 2014 Sep;37(7):510-21. doi: 
10.1016/j.jmpt.2014.05.006.

3. Drost G, Stegeman DF, van Engelen BG, Zwarts MJ. Clinical applications of high-density surface EMG: a systematic review. J 
Electromyogr Kinesiol. 2006 Dec;16(6):586-602.  



5. Hyperalgesia



• 6 prospective studies on 4 cohorts were identified and reviewed.
• “Findings from all four cohorts supported cold hyperalgesia as a 

prognostic factor in WAD.”
• “There is moderate evidence supporting cold hyperalgesia as a 

prognostic factor for long-term pain and disability outcome in 
WAD.”





How to Determine Cold Hyperalgesia in Practice

TSA-II: NeuroSensory Analyzer

https://medoc-web.com/products/tsa-ii/







Gehling, et al. BMC Neurology 2016 

• Sixty-three participants with chronic Whiplash 
Associated Disorder (WAD) (grade II and III) 

• Laboratory testing equipment vs. ICE CUBE with 
reported pain intensity (NRS) after 10 s of ice 
application at the same sites.



Vs.



• Apply ice cube to skin hold for 10 sec, ask 0-10
• Trapezius, Cervical Paraspinal
• Perform 3X… take average

Gehling, et al. BMC Neurology 2016 



• “Pain sensation on ice application was significantly 
better than chance in discriminating between cold 
hyperalgesic and non-cold hyperalgesic sites (AUC 
0.822 (95% CI 0.742–0.886); p < 0.0001).”

• “A pain intensity rating of >5 gave a positive likelihood 
ratio of 8.44 suggesting that if this value is reported, 
clinicians could be suspicious of the presence of cold 
hyperalgesia.”

Gehling, et al. BMC Neurology 2016 



6. Expectation of Recovery



• Expectations for recovery were measured with a numerical rating 
scale (NRS 0–10) where the respondents were asked to rate 
“how likely it was that he/she would have a complete recovery”. 

• The anchors were labeled ‘‘not likely’’ (0) and ‘‘very likely’’ (10).

not likely  0 1     2 3 4     5     6     7     8     9     10  very likely



• After controlling for severity of physical and mental symptoms, individuals 
who stated that they were less likely to make a full recovery (NRS 5–10), 
were more likely to have a high disability compared to individuals who 
stated that they were very likely to make a full recovery (odds ratio [OR] 
4.2 [95% confidence interval (CI) 2.1 to 8.5]. 

• For the intermediate category (NRS 1–4), the OR was 2.1 (95% CI 1.2 to 
3.2).

• “Individuals’ expectations for recovery are important in prognosis, even 
after controlling for symptom severity”



“We found moderate strength of evidence to suggest that sensory 
hypersensitivity and somatization pre-morbidly, or higher sensory 
sensitivity and low expectation of recovery at the acute stage of 
pain are predictors of altered central pain modulation in some 
musculoskeletal pain conditions.”



“After adjusting for the effect of sociodemographic characteristics, 
post crash symptoms as well as pain, prior health status, and 
collision-related factors, those who expected to get better soon 
recovered over three times as quickly (hazard rate ratio=3.62, 95% 
CI 2.55–5.13).”





7. Initial Emotional State



Premise—Recovery 
following a whiplash injury 
is varied: 
• approximately 50% of 
individuals fully recover, 
• 25% develop persistent 
moderate/severe pain and 
disability, and 
• 25% experience milder 
levels of disability.



“An increased probability of developing chronic moderate/severe 
disability was predicted in the presence of older age and initially 
higher levels of NDI and hyperarousal symptoms (PDS) (positive 
predictive value [PPV] = 71%). The probability of full recovery was 
increased in younger individuals with initially lower levels of neck 
disability (PPV = 71%).”



Hyperarousal symptoms form 1 of the 3 necessary clusters of symptoms in the diagnosis and 
presentation of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)

It occurs when a person’s body suddenly kicks into high alert as a result of thinking about their 
trauma. Even though real danger may not be present, their body acts as if it is, causing lasting 
stress after a traumatic event.

• sleeping problems
• difficulties concentrating
• irritability
• anger and angry outbursts
• panic
• constant anxiety
• easily scared or startled
• self-destructive behavior (such as fast driving or drinking too much)
• a heavy sense of guilt or shame

Hyperarousal Symptoms



Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale (PDS)

The PDS is a 49-item self-report measure recommended for 
use in clinical or research settings to measure severity of 
PTSD symptoms related to a single identified traumatic event.

https://eprovide.mapi-trust.org/instruments/posttraumatic-diagnostic-scale-
r#member_access_content



The PDS has four sections. 
• Part 1: trauma checklist. 
• Part 2: respondents are asked to describe their most upsetting 

traumatic event. Questions specifically ask about when it 
happened, if anyone was injured, perceived life threat, and 
whether the event resulted in helplessness or terror. 

• Part 3: assesses the 17 PTSD symptoms. Respondents are 
asked to rate the severity of the symptom from 0 ("not at all or 
only one time") to 3 ("5 or more times a week / almost always").

• Part 4: assesses interference of the symptoms.

Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale (PDS)



Clinical Prediction Rule

Ritchie, et al. PAIN 154 
(2013) 2198–2206



Several RCT’s are underway looking at coordinating 
care with a specialist in trauma-focused behavioral 
therapy in combination with traditional care





Angst et al. BMC Musculo Dis 2014

• “Pain relief, improved physical function and working 
capacity were circularly associated with each other. This 
empirical finding supports the existence of a 
corresponding hypothetical circle as postulated by 
previous studies, clinical experience and intuition. Coping 
(catastrophizing and ability to decrease pain) and 
depression may act as important effect modifiers in this 
circle.”

• For improved function at discharge, reduction of 
catastrophizing was the most important predictor 
(explained variance 19.4%).



Cognitive Behavioral Therapy: Based on Bio-
Psychosocial Model

• Bio-psychosocial model: introduced by Fordyce in 1976
• Nociceptive structures are held responsible for the pain awareness of the 

patient 
• Also emphasizes the role of psychologic and social factors in the 

development and maintenance of symptoms

• This can lead to a response in one of the following three response systems 
that characterize emotional experiences: 

• the psychophysiological system such as feelings, increase muscle 
tension, etc.; 

• the cognitive system, such as thoughts, catastrophizing, fear, etc.; and 
• the motor system such as pain behavior, disuse syndrome, etc



As DC’s we don't do CBT. But can we change the way we 
communicate and set goals for patients during care to help with 
the psychosocial side of injuries?

Stimuli Organism

Psychophysical 
Reactivity

Behaviors

Response
(Pain)

Cognitions

Consequences

SORC Model Applied to Pain from Injury



Core elements: 
(1) decrease in the pain behavior and increase in ‘‘well’’ or ‘‘healthy’’ 

behavior; 
(2) improving function and not the reduction of pain; 
(3) the patient is responsible for the treatment and has an active role; and
(4) the therapist acts as a coach



Teach the patient that pain is not solely the result of underlying tissue damage, but is also 
influenced by:

• the patient’s expectations, beliefs, and fear, as well as
• activity levels and home and work environment. 

The patient is then taught that it is safe to move the cervical spine or other parts of the 
body.



Choose 2 ADL’s that are most impacted by the pain and must be performed…

Example: Walking duration

The quotas should always 
be exactly followed, neither
over-performed nor 
under-performed.

Thus there is a shift from 
pain-contingency (baseline) 
to time-contingency (quotas) 
management.

Positive reinforcement is a 
key principle in operant 
conditioning theory



8. Muscular Fatty Infiltration



Predictive Factor: Muscular Fatty 
Infiltration 

• Background: 
• The aging process causes skeletal muscle mass to 

decrease and be replaced by noncontractile connective 
tissue (sarcopenia).

• Due to a reduction in both number and size of muscle fibers, 
mainly the fast twitch muscle fibers, Type IIX, and is to some 
extent caused by a slowly progressive neurogenic process.

• Associated with stroke, spinal cord injury, diabetes, and 
COPD. MRI, MR spectroscopy, or US can measure fatty 
infiltration in a noninvasive manner.



Muscular Fatty Infiltration 

Proposed Physiology…
• Expression of fat cells is the result of an injury induced inflammatory response and the 

subsequent increase in DNA synthesis of the many different cells within the peri-muscular 
connective tissue e.g. mast cells, satellite cells, muscle precursor cells, fibroblasts and 
preadipocytes.

• These cells, after injury, are responsible for secreting pro-inflammatory cytokines that could 
stimulate their trans-differentiation into adipose tissue.

• Dulor JP, Cambon B, Vigneron P, Reyne Y, Nougues J, et al. (1998) Expression of specific white adipose tissue genes in 
denervation-induced skeletal muscle fatty degeneration. FEBS Lett 439: 89–92.

• Floss T, Arnold HH, Braun T (1997) A role for FGF-6 in skeletal muscle regeneration. Genes Dev 11: 2040–2051.
• Lefaucheur JP, Gjata B, Lafont H, Sebille A (1996) Angiogenic and inflammatory responses following skeletal muscle injury are 

altered by immune neutralization of endogenous basic fibroblast growth factor, insulin-like growth factor-1 and transforming 
growth factor-beta 1. J Neuroimmunol 70: 37–44.

• Teboul L, Gaillard D, Staccini L, Inadera H, Amri EZ, et al. (1995) Thiazolidinediones and fatty acids convert myogenic cells 
into adipose-like cells. J Biol Chem 270: 28183–28187.



Chronic WAD: Muscular Fatty Infiltration 

• Quantification: semiquantitative or quantitative
• Semiquantitative: Sorensen et al. [Acta Radiologica,2006] visually 

graded fatty infiltration using the standard criteria in adults: 
• 0 (no fat), 1 (slight infiltration), and 2 (severe infiltration) if present at 

one or more lumbar levels.
• Kalichman et al. [JSDT 2016] defined the assessment as more 

quantitative: 
• Grade 1: a normal muscle condition, fatty infiltration up to 10% of 

the muscle’s CSA; 
• Grade 2: moderate muscle degeneration, 10–50% of fatty 

infiltration; 
• Grade 3: severe muscle degeneration, >50% of fatty infiltration



Chronic WAD: Muscular Fatty Infiltration 



Normal Values Low Back



• All of the groups entered the study at 4-week post-injury with 
similar levels of MFI. 

• However, the group with poor functional recovery at 6-months 
uniquely demonstrated increased MFI between 4-weeks and 3-
months post-injury and these changes persisted at 6-months.



• Found a relationship between high initial pain and MFI was 
mediated by the presence of PTSD symptoms at 4-weeks post-
injury.



Elliott, etal, June 2011



• Conclusions: muscle degeneration occurs soon after injury but only in 
those patients with poor functional recovery. 

• MFI values were significantly higher in the severe group when compared 
to the recovered/mild group at 2-weeks and 3-months.

• The ROC analysis indicated that MFI levels of 20.5% or above resulted in 
a sensitivity of 87.5% and a specificity of 92.9% for predicting outcome at 
3 months.



Muscular Fatty Infiltration 



Expectations in WAD Cases after 3 
Months

Clinical state is more difficult to  
improve after pain has been present 
>3 months…

WHY??



Pain Becomes “Chronic”

• “central sensitization” is an umbrella term comprising 
a multitude of different mechanisms taking place in 
the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, ascending and 
descending pathways in the dorsal column, the 
brainstem and pain centers in the forebrain, all 
leading ultimately to amplification of innocuous and 
painful stimuli and to the extension of receptive fields



• Module 2: March 23-24 (Denver, CO)

• Module 3: June 1-2 (Denver, CO)

• Module 4: September 7-8 (Denver, CO)

• Module 5: November 2-3 (Denver, CO)

• Module 6: Home Study/Certification Exam


